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Criminal Element 
Midgely had more adverse impact on 
the atmosphere than any other single 

organism in Earth’s history.
Environmental historian J.R. McNeill

NATION: GENERAL MOTORS
FOUNDED: Sept. 16, 1908
CAPITAL: Detroit, Michigan
POPULATION: 157,000 (employees)
GDP: $127 billion (revenues, 2021)
SUPERLATIVE: Responsible for almost  
   destroying humanity. Twice.

*****
From the Journal of Thomas Midgely, Jr. 
New Year’s Eve, 1911: Well, 1911 was 
certainly a big year in the life of yours truly, 
Thomas P. Midgely, Jr! 
   In June I got my Mech. Eng. degree from 
Cornell, and later that summer, I finally got 
up the courage to pop the question to Carrie. 
—I still can’t believe she said yes!

                                 ’Mixing Chemicals’, Veritasium

Mar. 6, 1916: Dad’s tire company was a 
blowout, so I think I’ll head back to Dayton 
now to work for this guy I met at NCR, 
Charles Kettering. I’ve got a feeling we’re 
going to do some great things together.
Sep. 10, 1917: The flying bomb idea didn’t 
pan out, so after GM bought out his lab, 
Kett put me to work trying to solve this 
problem they’re having with engine knock 
in their new high compression engines. 
   I’ve tried 143 damned fuel additives now! 
I even tried melted butter, but nothing works 
better than ordinary ethyl alcohol. Problem 
is that’s not patentable—the GM bosses 
want something they can make a killing on.
Jun. 20, 1918: I really thought we’d nailed 
it with tellurium, but the damn stuff gets into 
your skin and clothes, and it smells awful. 
I stink so bad that Carrie has been making 
me sleep in the goddamn basement!



Dec. 3, 1921: Well, I finally found the 
magic bullet! It’s this stuff called tetraethyl 
lead—or TEL . The Germans invented it 70 
years ago but never used it in anything 
commercially because it was so toxic. The
GM bosses said, “Midge, you’re a genius!”
Feb. 20, 1923: The wife and kids love the 
weather down here in Miami. I’d enjoy it a 
more myself if I wasn’t sick as a dog from 
working with all that lead. Anyway, while 
I’m recuperating, I ran some numbers on 
our potential profits from TEL. We decided 
to leave out the word lead and just brand it 
ETHYL, which sounds all nice and feminine. 
April. 15, 1923: This Ethyl thing got too 
big for GM to manage alone, so they did a 
partnership deal with Standard Oil and 
DuPont, GM’s largest shareholder. The GM 
bosses say they’ll make so much money on 
royalties that they can treat their automobiles 
as loss-leaders just to sell leaded gasoline. 
We’re calling the new company the Ethyl 
Gasoline Corp., and I’ll be vice president!
Sep. 30, 1924: Oh shit! The DuPont workers 
are dropping like flies and they’re blaming 
it on Ethyl. So far, 32 of the staff of 49 are 
in the hospital, and 5 of them even DIED. 
   The workers are calling Ethyl loony gas 
because they start babbling deliriously before 
they collapse and go into convulsions. We 
told the press they’re all just overworked, 
but I don’t think they’re buying it.
Oct. 30, 1924: Well, I decided to put this 
whole loony gas business to rest, so we held 
a big press conference today to show how 
safe Ethyl is. First I poured it all over my 
hands and then I inhaled a bottle of it for a 
whole minute. When I finished coughing 
I told the reporters I could do that again 
every single day without experiencing any 
serious problems. That should shut up all 
those fanatical health cranks!

May 12, 1925: The Rockefeller and Dupont 
guys had their hired medical experts testify 
at the surgeon general’s hearing today. 
What a relief!—I was beginning to think 
all those docs at Yale and MIT that warned 
us about lead might actually be right!
Dec. 31, 1928: Got the patent for our new 
miracle compound today! After my success 
with Ethyl, GM’s new Frigidaire Division 
put me to work finding a non-flammable, 
safe refrigerant they can use in their cars’ air 
conditioning units, so the passengers don’t 
all die in a coolant leak. Believe it or not, it 
only took me three days! I was thinking of 
using bromine instead of chlorine, but we 
settled on a chlorofluorocarbon (CFC), 
which GM is going to call FREON.
Nov. 15, 1939: Spoke at the ACS awards 
ceremony again this year. I told them about 
this crazy idea I had to manipulate the ozone 
layer in order to control the Earth’s climate.
Dec 3, 1940: Lead poisoning was bad but 
now they’re telling me I’ve got polio! I’m 
going to have to build some sort of rope-
and-pulley system to get in and out of bed. 
Nov. 1, 1944: The ACS must have run out 
of awards to give me, because this year they 

made me president. Got drunk with Carrie 
to celebrate. I’ll sleep like a baby tonight!

*****
Postscript: On the morning of Nov. 2, 1944, 
Thomas Midgley, Jr. was found strangled to 
death by his bed’s rope-and-pulley device.     
   The use of leaded gas in most applications 
ended worldwide in 2021, after causing as 
many as 100 million premature deaths and 
trillions of dollars in damages annually.
   CFCs were banned in 1987 after causing 
long term damage to the ozone layer. Had 
Midgely used bromine instead of chlorine, it 
might have completely destroyed Earth’s 
ozone, making the planet uninhabitable. ◾


